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Microstructural defects in Nb, such as grain boundaries
and dislocations, can act as pinning centers for magnetic
flux that can degrade SRF cavity performance. Hydrogen
contamination is also detrimental to SRF cavity
performance due to formation of normal conducting
hydrides during cool down. In this study, disc shaped Nb
bi-crystals extracted from a high-purity large-grain Nb
slice were investigated to study the effects of grain
boundaries, hydrogen, and dislocations on
superconducting properties.

Motivation

Methods

Results

Magneto-optical (MO) imaging

Electron channeling contrast imaging (ECCI)

Electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD)

The MO technique enables both local
and global magnetic flux behavior to
be visualized using the double Faraday
effect in a garnet indicator film in
the reflective mode with in-plane
magnetization, and hence reveals the
relationship between microstructural defects and magnetic flux
penetration and trapping below the critical temperature (Tc =
9.3 K in Nb).

ECCI is a SEM-based technique to image dislocations in crystals
with a resolution comparable to TEM imaging. ECCI was
conducted on BCPed samples in a Tescan MIRA FEG-SEM
equipped with beam rocking capabilities, allowing selected area
channeling patterns (SACPs) to be collected from areas of ~20 μm
diameter.

EBSD was used to map crystal orientations on a slice from a Nb
ingot, from which disc shaped Nb bicrystal samples were
extracted. They were studied using MO, EBSD, and ECCI to
identify how microstructure affects flux penetration and
trapping.

1st cryo cycle MO analysis
• MO imaging shows a ”fork”

shaped flux penetration
along grain boundaries

• The lower branch of the
fork is a low angle
boundary (LAGB)

• At a lower T (7.8K), a
higher field is needed to
achieve a similar level of
flux penetration

Microstructure analysis
• Hydride scars on the surface

are visible in BSE image
after 1st MO cyo-cycle

• EBSD maps reveal LAGBs
that facilitated the “fork”
shaped flux penetration

• The position of the LAGB
(CDE) is consistent with the
location of the lower branch
flux in the MO image

Effect of heat treatment and repolishing on flux penetration
• 1st MO cycle: GB ”fork” flux penetration after mechanical polishing

(MP) and brief buffered chemical polish, which introduced H
• 2nd MO cycle: GB “fork” flux disappeared after heat treatment (HT)

that removed H, resulting in a uniform flux penetration at a lower
field, implies that removal of H significantly reduces surface pinning

• 3rd MO cycle: ”fork” flux partly restored at a lower field after MP that
re-introduced H. Note lack of flux penetration on left end of HAGB

• 4th MO cycle: after HT, similar pattern to 2nd MO due to low surface
pinning, at lower field

The variation in field at T 
= 7.8 K indicates the 
possibility of 
accumulating damage 
after multiple processing 
steps, implying that 
processing history is 
critical for surface 
pinning in bulk Nb.

ECCI analysis of hydride scar

Flux penetration may be related
to either the structure of the
hydrides or damage done by the
formation of the hydrides.
Consequently, the effect of
internal strain resulting from
deformation accommodation
required by hydride formation
was investigated using ECCI:

• After 4 MO cycles, 2 heat treatments, and 150μm material removal,
ECCI images show dislocations (zoom in) and LAGBs in hydride scar

• This reflects the defect arrangement resulting from forming the
hydride, and its residual scar after HT (dislocation recovery process)

• Hydrides produce significant damage that extends well below the Nb
surface as indicated by the ECCI characterization

Preliminary MO results of deformed samples

Summary
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• Bicrystals deformed to 5% strain, crystals in hard or soft orientation
• HT was performed before MO imaging to remove hydrogen
• GB flux penetration not observed; only flux penetration through

whole sample at a higher field than samples with hydride scars

• Hydrides are an enabling factor for grain boundary flux penetration
because grain boundaries provide preferred sites for hydride
formation during cooling

• Hydride formation during cooling causes significant local dislocation
multiplication, the networks of which could in turn provide favored
sites for hydride re-formation during subsequent MO cooling cycles

• Nb is susceptible to hydrogen loading during polishing or chemical
milling that causes hydride formation during cooldown. Therefore,
hydrogen contamination should be minimized during the
manufacturing to avoid degradation of both surface and bulk
superconducting properties

• Investigation of flux penetration in deformed bi-crystals is in progress
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